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Nature田 basedtourism in a J apanese national park 
-a case study of Kamikochi -

Thomas Edward JONES * 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Expansion in Nature-Based Tourism. 

The post悶 warexpansion of the tourism industry was as rapid and historically unprecedented as 

it was globally widespread. The WTTC1estimates that "global travel and tourism will account for 

$5.9 trillion of economic activity in 2008， or about 10% of global GDP， employing 238 million 

people." This makes it the world's biggest industry in terms ofits contribution to global GDP and 

employment (WTTC， 2008). 

Although many growth factors were initially location-specific， tourism's globalization saw 

many of the push factors become increasingly standardized. Demand was driven by “rising global 

incomes， increasing leisure time， a rising world population and a greater level of well-educated 

persons globally， as well as a f:丘11in real transport costs， reduced travel time and a globalising 

world economy" (WEN and T!SDELL， 2001). 

In response to this rise in demand， nature-based tourism (NBT) destinations around the world 

attracted increasing volumes of visitors. As the boom in global tourism was driven by swelling 

populations of a笠luenturbanites it triggered a reciprocal desire to return to natureラ symbolisedby 

remote， non-urban destinations (e.g. GRABURN， 1989). Yet controversy inevitably surrounded the 

trade-off between conservation of ‘natural' destinations on the one hand and consumer-drかen

development on the other. 

The increased demand for NBT was also symbolized by expanding rural recreations facilities 

from forest therapy to farmstays. Yet despite authors such as WELLS (1997) noting the huge 

financial potential of NBT， estimates of market share vary according to the definition used. 

WEAVER (2003)， for example， c1aims that around 20% of international tourism is now made for 

the purpose ofvisiting parks or protected areas. Yet according to TIES2 (2000) as much as 60% of 

international tourism can be attributed to NBT. H巴ncealthough the expansion of NBT as an 

overall market segment is accepted， there is a lack of a common definition， with NBT meaning 

different things in different environments. One often cited definition divides NBT activities into 

three main categories (VALENTINEラ 1993).

* Laboratory ofForest Policy， Department ofForest Science， Graduate SchooI of Agriculturョ1and Life Sciences， The University ofTokyo 

World Travel & Tourism Council. 
2 The Intemational Ecotourism Society. 
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φActivities dependent on nature (e.g. birdwatching) 

φActivities enhanced by nature (e.g. camping) 

• Activities where the natural s巴ttingis incidental (e.g. swimming) 

Achieving a sustainable balance is vital for the management of protected areas (PAs) such as 

national parks (NPs)， where stunning scenery and rich biodiversity often invites NBT. These areas 

are by definition among the most pristine ecosystems remaining on the planet， yet this drawcard 

also ensures they are among the most企agile.Careful management is thus needed to prevent 

‘loved to death' scenarios and simultaneously support their sustainable development as NBT 

destinations. 

1.2. Nature鴫 sasedTourism in Japan. 

Japan's post-war recreation boom exceeded global trends， fuelled by a sustained period of rapid 

economic growth in the 1950's and “Golden Sixties" (JOHNSON， 1982). As well as creating the 

free time and financial freedom to indulge in more extensive recreation， the emergence of social 

phenomena such as shokuba dantai3 actively promoted tourism， including NBT. 

The economic boom years also encouraged NBT indirectly. KIKUCHI (2001b) not凶 theimpact 

of construction roads bored into the mountainside by hydroelectric power companies building 

dams; when these were coupled with the affluence to afford private carsラ remoterecreation spots 

were suddenly within day-tripper reach of the ur・banmasses. The lack of long holidays required 

excursions that were An (cheap)， Kin (close) and Tan (short)4. And as mammoth public works 

pr吋ectsbrought drastic improvements to in企astructurethe rapid rise in motorcar ownership saw 

many new or renovated access roads to mountain recreation areas. This ease of access combined 

with high recognition levels and the 'limited availabilitγfactor born of short holidays to ensure 

that popular NBT destinations attracted the heaviest concentrations of visitor traffic. Moreover， 

NPs are among the most common destinations for overnight stays in Japan， with 55% of all 

tourists in a national survey motivated by hot springs and 46% by na加 alscenery (NAITO， 2003). 

And visitor numb巴rsare not evenly distributed; the top ten national parks account for 77.1 % of all 

visitors (HIROSE， 2007). 

1.3. Aims of this Case Study. 

Although considerable research has focused on nature conservation in NPs (e.g. KUMAZA W A， 

1930)， few have looked in detail at visitor demand for NBT， even though it is one of the principal 

drivers of chang巴.In theorγラ PAsshould be managed to pro-actively accommodate changing 

visitor needs， but in order to do so requires a regular system of socio-economic monitoring 

(YAMAMOTO， K. and HONGO， T. 2007). Further justification for monitoring is the broad range of 

PA and NBT management scenarios， precluding‘one-size-fits-all' answers. Instead， the case 

3 Group trips organized by companies for its workforce which were characterized by tour buses that visited several 
destinations with a short length of stay at each. 

4 'An-Kin】めが isa slogan that has been used to promote tourism in Japan 
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study approach has企equentlybeen used to create a holistic definition within the unique 

conditions of a particular environment. This investigation will likewise employ the case study 

technique to examine visitor segments in a Japanese NP， a hitherto under-explored area for 

Westem academics. 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the state of NBT at Kamikochi from a demand 

perspective that will survey visitor segments to determine their characteristics， types of visit， 

motivations and expenditures. Explicitly， the resear・chgoals are threefold:ー

i) An analysis of the composition of Kamikochi 's visitor segments including identification of 

the socio-economic characteristics of each market segment. 

ii) By identi命ingthe characteristics of each segme凶， strive towar由 aworking definition ofthe 

NBTspect叩 mas it exists today at Kamikochi. 

iii)Achieving these 2 aims will contribute to a better understanding of diverse visitor demand at 

Kamikochi， thus forming a platform for effective park managem巴nt.

2. Methodology 

2.1. Choice of Research Site. 

Kamikochi is a highland basin 1500m above sea level. As the gateway to the Chubu Sangaku， 

an IUCN Category II NP which is one ofthe oldest and most-visit巴dNPs in Japan， it is also one of 

Nagano prefecture's most popular tourist locations with annual visitors topping 2 million in 1994 

(剖OE，2004). 99% ofthis alpine basin of 113.27 km2 is designated national forest， and therefore 

falls under the jurisdiction ofthe Forestly Agency. However， the Ministry ofEnvironment (MOE) 

has direct jurisdiction over 58.5ha of General Facilities Zone; a virtually unique situation among 

Japan's NPs where a mere 0.2% ofthe totalland is directly owned by the MOE (KATO， 2001). 

Kamikochi's mountainous scenery and iso1ated location have helped foster an image conducive 

to NBT， but it was policy-making which preserv巴dits place at the for叶rontof Japanese nature 

conservation. It was the first area in Japan to have a Protection Forest， wh巴n11，000 h巴ctareswere 

designated as Hogorin in 1916 (FUKUDA， 2008). Moreover， Kamikochi's Visitor Centre， 

Fig. 1. Location ofKamikochi in Nagano prefecture， central Honshu. 
(Source: Kamikochi Kanko Ryokan Kumiai). 

Bull. Tokyo Univ. For.， 121，87-116 (2009) 
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constructed in 1970， was one of the first in Japan. Today， it is still among the five most popular 

Visitor Centres in the country， ranking first overall when combined with th巴InformationCentre. 

Kamikochi was also one of the first places to implement restrictions on private vehicles from 

1975 onwards (KIKUCHI， 2001a). As a gateway village to one of Japan's most visited NPs， it is a 

honeypot NBT destination which has seen a fourイuldincrease in visitors in the past 40 years. Its 

central location on Honshu offers accessibility from across the Japan巴sear・chipelagoand visitor 

numbers at Kamikochi reflect NP trends 

Kamikochi therefore represents a microcosm of many of Japan's NBT issues， including a rigid， 

top-down conservation system which has had to deal with a postωW紅 白plosionin visitor demand. 

Mt Yari 

Mt Kitaho 

Mt Okuho 

Myojin 
(to shrine) 

National Forest 
= (to Forestry Agency) 

Fig. 2. Map of land ownership in Kamikochi basin 
(Source: author original compiled from FORESTRY AGENCY data 2008). 

Table 1. Estimated annual entrance figures to NP Visitor Centres (MOE， 2005) 

Rank Visitor Centre National Park Prefecture Annual Visitors 

1st Daisen Daisen-Oki Tottori 242，346 

2nd Takemoto Iriomote Okinawa 228，696 

3r・d Shikotsuko ShikotSlトToya 日okkaido 219，252 

4th Kamikochi Chubu-Sangaku Nagano 163，208 

N.B. additional328，158 visitors to Kamikochi Infonnation Centre 
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Fig.3. Visitor Days at Kamikochi and NPs across Japan， 1965-2003. 
(Source: author original compiled from MOE data， 2005). 
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2.2. Visitor Demand at Kamikochi. 

As well as expanding numerically， NBT at Kamikochi has shifted from Mountain Climbers 

(MC) to Sightseers (SS). Historically an isolated logging post， early 20th century industry centred 

on timber extraction along with some livestock grazing (YOKOYAMA， 1981). However， the 

publication in 1910 of Walter Weston's book “Mountaineering & Exploration in the Japanese 

Alps" coincided with the birth of Alpinism， a new sport which achieved great popularity in Japan. 

Kamikochi's reputation as a mountain c1imbing base was cemented by the award of ‘most 

beautiful valley' in a 1928 poll in a national newspaper. 

In 1934， Kamikochi was designated as part ofthe Chubu Sangkau NP， which sought to balanc巴

natur・econservation with visitor use. Among the priorities for NP planners in 1934 was 

encouraging sightseers and using foreign tourists as an economic growth pole (MURAKUSHI， 

2005). However， the pre-war reality was a visitor segmentation dominated by MC， who needed a 

back country base for c1imbing the North巴rnAlps. 5000 MCs were recorded in 1926. Most passed 

through with only a brief stop-off， but they still considered Kamikochi a spiritual homeland 

because of the legacy le丘byearly c1imbers such as Kamonji and Weston， and the historical 

associations ofthis Alpine c1imbing base (KIKUCHI， 2001a). 

When the advent ofthe automobile age introduced mass tourism in the 1960s and 1970s， there 

was little existing research into visitor segments and no established policy for containing the 

eruption in visitor demand. Kamikochi NBT was no longer exc1usively MC-based， and the 

pioneers of quantitative research dealt predominantly with SS， the fastest-growing visitor 

segment ofthe age (e.g. EYAMA， 1977). These front country users were drawn to Kamikochi by 

Bull. Tokyo Univ. For.， 121，87-116 (2009) 
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its tourist status， mountainous scenery， or the sense of hiか05and hish06. Yet this sudden swing in 

market segmentation caused social friction， with some MCs registering surprise or shock at the 

sight ofSSs arriving en mass in suits and high heels. 'San-pun-kan，7 tourism was a derisory terrn 

used to describe a protocol that involved taking photos， and buying a souvenir before leaving， all 

within three minutes. However， although their length of stay was inevitably short， the extent of 

impact of the SS segment on the natural environment was highly visible， including large scal巴

litter， tra茄cjams and i11egal parking (KrKUCHI， 2001a). These problems were exacerbated by 

unprecedented volumes of visitors， who approached the one mi11ion mark in 1968. This made 

management action a requirement for safety reasons as much as conservation. 

Even as the rapid growth in private automobile ownership saw the forrner MC base reinventing 

itself as an SS Alpine resort， a middle group was emerging to fill the gap in recreation extremes. 

Labeled ‘Hikers' or‘Day Hikers，' (DH) this group represented a distinct sub-segment that was 

distinguishable from the first two segments by the visitors' motivationsラ rangeof activity and 

apparel. For example， early research by TAKASHITA (1980) involved visual analysis of visitors 

based on clothing， gear and size of rucksackラatseveral points around the Kamikochi basin. At the 

most densely visited area， the intersection of two paths leading from Kappabashi to the Bus 

Terminal， this visual analysis suggest巴dthe following breakdown ofvisitor segments. 

Asom巴whatmore balanced figur巴wassuggest巴dby NAGAOKA (1985) who estimated that 60-

70% of all visitors were SS， with the remaining 30-40% consisting ofMC and DH. The MOE also 

recognized this spectrum of different use and tried to actively incorporate into its park plan via 

policies such as the Green Diamond Plan， implemented in 1995 to improve facilities and extend 

the barrier-fre巴capabilities.The initial research which underpinned the plan had identified the 

same three distinct visitor s巴gments.

This growing awareness ofthe heterogeneity ofvisitor demand was demonstrated by zoning in 

park management. This in turτ1 reflected theories of the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) 

that emerged in US NPs at the end of the 1970s (MCCOOL， 2007).“Each ROS setting class 

involves a description of manag巴ria

SS 85.7 

Fig. 4. Estimation of 1980 Kappabashi visitor segments. (Source: TAKASHITA， 1980). 

5 Literally‘secret beauty spot.' 
6 Literally ‘cool summer resort.' 
7 Literally ‘three minute tourism.' 
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Fig.5. Visual markers used to distinguish 3 main visitor segments. 
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Fig. 6. Overview ofvisitor range by segment. 

MCCOOL， 2002). As different visitor segments have different expectations， zoning can provide 

appropriate recreation opportunity settings while mitigating visitor impact. Yet zoning requires 

templates of overall visitor demand; hence the aforementioned three segmentsラ summarizedby 

this diagramラwereselected as the framework for this investigation 

2.3. Kamikochi's Visitor Segments. 

Kamikochi's role as an NBT destination has been mentioned abov巴.Yet to date， the majority of 

NBT studies have focused on a recreation group focusing on one specific activity， such as 

“birding or whale watching" (HVENEGAARD and DEARDEN， 1998). However， as an NP multiple-

Bull. Tokyo Univ. For.， 121，87-116 (2009) 
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use zone， Kamikochi inevitably attracts a range ofvisitors whose expectations vary. By targeting 

questionnaires on the core zone， this paper aimed to identifシtheNBT spectrum on a given day 

using a questionnaire devised according to HALL (1992) who identified 3 sets of characteristics in 

tourist market segmentation; 

φDemographic; factors such as age， sex， occupation， income lev巴1，religion， educationラ

。Geographic;deals with origin or destination oftourists. 

③ Psychographic; relates to motivations， expectations and images. 

This paper accordingly resolved to us巴thisthree倫 prongedframework for analysis， combined with 

an additional section to measure visitor spending:ー

③ Visitor 

• Visit 

φMotivation 

• Expenditure 

The first section is a demographical snapshot ofWHO is visiting Kamikochi， identi布ingtr・ends

m犯人 age，occupation and origin. These fundamental visitor characteristics are also essential for 

later cross-analyses. 

The next section reveals the demographical WHAT of visits mad巴toKamikochi. ldenti布ing

common group numbers and type of companions can be tied in with motivation. The proportion 

of daytrippers v巴rsusovemighters r巴vealsthe kind of destination that Kamikochi has become， 

although the accommodation limit must be taken into account. Building up a picture of the 

proportion of repeatersラ timeof last visit and numb巴rof total visits offers direction for later 

analysis. The means of transport has traditionally influenced overall visitor numbers， with 

improved access causing an increase in use. The place and reason for disembarkation links with 

the activities to provide supplemental information regarding the area and type ofvisit. 

The third section r・evealsthe psychographic WHY of visits made to Kamikochi. Stopゅffpoints

help place visitors in their appropriate segment. Was Kamikochi the primary destination or was it 

merely one stop on an extended tour ofthe region? This same issue ofmotivation is also variously 

referred to in other papers as the‘occasion' or‘reason' for the visitラ helpingto identi命seasonal

or locational primers such as the Obon8 holiday period or the chance to witness the spectacular 

autumnal Alpine scenery. The places visited within Kamikochi were investigated to identiかthe

psychological attractions such as the clear flow of the river or the stillness of the forest. 

Finallyラ havingthus identified the visitor segments the last section investigates their respective 

expendituresラ includingoutlays on transport， guided tours， accommodation， food and beverage 

(F&B)， souvenirs and other expenses. 

8 Summer holiday period， often falling in August. 
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t包ble2. List of attributes in questionnaire. 

1.Visitor Sex 
2.Visiωr Origin 
3.Visitor Age 
4.Visitor Occupation 
5.Number ofVisits 
6. Length ofVisit 
7. Group Siz芯
8. Companions and Types ofGroups 
9. Packag己τours
10.孔lotivation
11. Stops En Route 
12. Means ofTransport 
13. Places Visited within Kamikochi 
14. Visitor Expenditure 

2.4. Implementation of Survey. 

To incorporate this fram巴workラ the m巴thodology employed a randomly distributed 

questionnaire instigated at Kamikochi on Sunday 28th October 2007 to capture a tourist typology 

for cross-comparison. MOE daily entrance figures suggest up to 15，000 people a day visit 

Kamikochi at peak days (MOEラ 2004).For a confidence level of95% at a confidence interval of 

7.96% it was therefore calculated that a sample size of approximately 150 questionnaires would 

be needed during the busiest period. This investigation garnered the following number of usable 

questionnaires from three distribution points; Tashiro Pond (18)， Myojin (68) and the Bus 

Terminal (118) for a total of 204. However， this random sampling method resulted in an uneven 

proportion of questionnaires collected; in particular the lack of MCs (n=5) means their results 

must be treated with caution. Moreover， the number of on-site refusals was not recorded， hence 

the response rate cannot be calculated. However， those returned questionnaires which were 

incomplete or illegible were discounted. The day after typhoon No. 20 had passed， the weather 

was fine allowing a relaxed atmosphere making it easy to complete questionnaires. The following 

attributes were measured. 

3. Results 

3.1. Visitor Results. 

The 2007 survey shows a higher proportion of mal巴(58%)than female (42%) visitors. The 

majority ofvisitors came from the three megatropolises ofChubu (46%)， Kanto (35%)， and Kinki 

(13%)， and when visitor origin is reviewed at a prefecturallevel， the dominance ofurban visitors 

is seen clearly; the top three prefectures are Aichi and Tokyo with 25 visitors each (12%)， 

followed by Kanagawa with 18 visitors (9%). Next ，九rerethe two local prefectures Nagano and 

Gifu， with 7% each. With 51 % of the total aged 50 or overラ theoverall age demographic for 

Kamikochi visitors is weighted towards the middle-aged and elderly， including visitors in their・

50s (25%)， 60s (20%) and 70s (6%). It was found that company employees make up over half of 

Bull. Tokyo Univ. For.， 121，87-116 (2009) 
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Table 3. Visitor results. 

Category Index People Percent 

Sex Male 118 58% 
n 202 Female 84 42% 

Hokkaido O 0% 
Tohoku 5 2% 
Kanto 70 35% 

Origin 
Chubu 90 46% 
Kinki 26 13% 

n=202 
Chugoku O 0% 
Shikoku 3 1% 
Kyushu 7 3% 
Okinawa 0% 

10s 4 2% 
20s 25 12% 

Age 
30s 34 17% 
40s 36 18% 

n =202 
50s 50 25% 
60s 40 20% 
70s 13 6% 

Salaried workers 98 52% 
P/T worker 8 4% 

Self-employed 18 10% 
Occupation Civil servant 16 8% 
n = 189 Student 7 4% 

Retired 27 14% 
Housewife 11 6% 

Other 4 2% 

Sex 

Origiη 

Age 

FIT I'ftJrk 

C眠 2C悦 4C総 日C胤 81)); 1α苅

Fig.7. Overview ofvisitor characteristics. 

all visitors， with 52%. Other significant occupations inc1ude the retired (14%)， self-employed 

(10%)， civil servants (8%) and housewiv巴s(6%). Cross analysis r 

employees， students and retired， while mor巴 femaleswere P/T workers and housewives. 

Company employees were in their 30s (27%)， 50s (26%)， 40s (24%) and 20s (15%). 

3.2. Visit Results. 

For ease of completion， three checkboxes were used to distinguish between first timers， 

repeaters (2-4 times) and multiple repeaters (5 times or more). The percentage ratio was 
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Category 

No ofVisits 
n 193 

Length of 
Visit 

n = 178 

Group size 
n = 167 

Companion 
n = 190 

Package Tour 
n =202 

Access 
n = 194 

70s 

60s 

50s 

40s 

30s 

20s 

10s 

Table 4. Visit results 

lndex 

1st Time 
2-4 Times 
5 Times + 
Day trip 

Ovemight 
2 nights 

3 nights + 
1 person 
2 people 
3 people 
4 people 

5 people + 
lndividual 

Couple/spouse 
Friend 
Family 

Work colleagues 
Other 
YES 
NO 

Train 
Private car 
Rental car 

Bus 
Minibus 

Aeroplane 
Other 

People Percent 

67 35% 
70 36% 
56 29% 
132 74% 
43 24% 
2 1% 

1% 
11 7% 
93 56% 
21 13% 
17 10% 
25 15% 
7 4% 
84 44% 
43 23% 
36 19% 
10 5% 
10 5% 
67 33% 
135 67% 
58 30% 
88 44% 
3 2% 
39 20% 
2 1% 

1% 
3 2% 

C恥 2C税 4C悦 6C瓜 日明 1αコ拡

|恥sttime匿2to 4 times 05…一 orm示1
Fig. 8. Number ofvisits crossed with age. 

97 

35%:36%:29% respectively. The number ofvisits increases with age， with the highest proportion 

of first time visitors among young people in their teens and 20s. 

Almost 75% of visitors were day-trippers， although this figure may be biased as the 

investigation day was a Sunday. Based on a median ofreported time (not verified by observation) 

the average length of stay within Kamikochi was 5.29 hours. People visiting in pairs were 

dominant with 58%. Next highest were visits made by 3 people (12%) and 4 people (11 %). The 

Bull. Tokyo Univ. For.， 121，87-116 (2009) 
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Fig.9. Group size crossed with age. 
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Fig. 10. Type of companions crossed with number 

number of sing1e visits was 10w巴stat 7%. 

The most common age groups for pairs were 50s and 60s. Groups of five or more had most 

visitors in their 20sラ 30sand 40s. And sing1e visits were most common among peop1e in their 40s， 

70s and 20s. Coup1es (inc1uding married coup1es) were the most common socia1 category， with 

44%， followed by friends and acquaintances with 23%. The fami1y category was 

underrepresented with on1y 19%， consisting of groups of 3 or 4 p巴op1eand som巴pairs.The pairs 

were more dominant in the friends categoryラ suggestingsocia1 visits favour pairs or 1arge groups 

of 5 or more peop1e. 

The three most popu1ar package tour companies listed by responde凶swere JTB (n=6)， Hato 
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Bus (n=5) and Hankyu (n=5). These companies are based in Tokyo (JTB and Hato Bus) and 

Osaka (Hankyu) respectively. Other out-of-prefecture tour companies included Club Tourism， 

Kinki Tourism， Tabix， Yomiuri， F可iand Meitetsu; only Alpico was representative of Nagano 

prefecture. 

The predominant means of transport was the motorc昌f，with 44% of all visitors. 30% used the 

train， while 20% used buses including direct buses from urban transport hubs such as Tokyo， 

Yokohama and Nagoya. 

3ふ MotivationResults. 

The percentage ofSightseers was found to be considerably higher (55%) than those who named 

Hiking as their main motivation (28%). Meanwhile the percentage of Climbers (3%) was lower 

than other Hobbies (6%) which included taking photos， sketching the landscape or birdwatching. 

The visitor demand analysis was carried out based on the results of these stated intentions. 

Another essential factor with regard to Kamikochi's status as an NBT destination was the 

multi欄 sitefactor; i.e. whether or not it was the primary objective ofthe trip. Although this was not 

stated explicitly in the questionnaire， it was possible to gauge trends from multiple destination 

visitors. This table shows th巴 rankingof places visited before Kamikochi and the number of 

people per destination. Most are resorts (especially hot spring resorts) in the surrounding 

prefectures ofNagano and Gifu. 

Within Kamikochiラ otherthan the Bus TerminalラMyojinwas the most popular choice of on-site 

attraction at 45%， followed by Taisho Pond at 41 %. This proportion was similar to that ofTashiro 

Bridg久 implyingthat visitors to Taisho Pond include the West巴rnBank loop in their itinerary. 

τ'abl己5. Visitor motivation results. 

Category Index People Percent 

Tourism 103 55% 

Motivation 
日iking 53 28% 

日=186 Climbing 5 3% 
Hobby 11 6% 
Other 14 8% 

Matsumoto 33 19% 
Hakuba 6 3% 

Stops En-route 
Norikura 19 11% 
OklトHida 13 8% 

ロ 173 
Azumino 13 8% 

*HS 
Hot Spring 

Shirahone HS 23 13% 
Hirayu HS 26 15% 

Shinhodaka HS 6 3% 
Other 34 20% 

Bus Terminal 123 61% 

Places Visited 
Myojin 91 45% 

within 
τ'aisho Pond 83 41% 

Kamikochi 
Tashiro Bridge 80 40% 

*includes 
Visitor Centre 77 38% 

multiple 
Weston Memorial 60 30% 
Dakezawa Marsh 38 19% 

answers 
Tokuzawa 9 4% 

Yokoo 6 3% 

Bull. Tokyo Univ. For.， 121，87-116 (2009) 
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Fig. 11. Stops en route to and from Kamikochi. 
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Fig. 12. Sites visited within Kamikochi. 

However， the Weston Memorial was underrepresented at 30% suggesting it is bypassed by 1 in 4 

visitors to the Westem Bank. The Visitor Centre rec巴ived38% of visitors and Dakezawa 19%， 

confirming the popularity ofthe East Bank route to Myojin. Tokusawa and Yokoo were visited by 

just 4% and 3% respectively， confirming the low lev巴1ofback country use. 

3.4. Expenditure Results. 

The results of the last question provide an indication of expenditure trends. The total travel 

expenditure per person was c10se to￥30000 per person， inc1uding all accommodation and 

transport to and from Kamikochi. However， the median was only ￥20000 per person; a 

significant gap which reflects the difference in spending pattems between ovemight stays and 
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Table 6. Visit expendit日re-core expenses. 

Total Transport Accommodation 

n 174 122 66 

SUM 5073565 1240263 1285948 

MEDIAN 20000 10000 15000 

AVERAGE 29158.4195 10166.09 19484.06061 

RANGE 
1800 500 500 

210000 60000 150000 

Table 7. Visit expenditure -extra expenses. 

F&B Souvenirs Other Expenses 

n= 94 66 26 

SUM 416691 339296 157332 

MEDIAN 2000 3000 2500 

AVERAGE 4432.88298 5140.8485 6051.230769 

RANGE 
500 300 198 

45000 40000 30000 

Table 8. Visit expenditure -tour expenses. 

Guided TOUl噌 Package Tour 

n= 2 55 

SUM 42990 1570944 

MEDIAN N/A 20000 

AVERAGE 21495 28562.61818 

RANGE 
12990 2000 

30000 120000 

daytrippers. 

Transport costs showed greater corre1ation between the average and median， at around ￥10000 

return. Meanwhile Accommodation ranged from￥500 to￥150000， reflecting the variety of 

faci1ities from camp sites to 1uxury hote1s. 

Spending patterns on F &B and Souvenirs a1so varied wide1y， with the inclusion of mea1s in 

packag巴tours1ike1y affecting the forrner. But hearsay suggests the median is closer to the true per 

person expenditure here. Likewise with Other Expensesラ whichincluded purchases of gear such 

as guidebooks (￥500) and rainwear (￥200)， visiting a hot spr・ing(￥1000) or 1eaving a tip at the 

pub1ic toi1et (￥100). 

The anticipated contrast between visitors that had signed up in advance for a package tour and 

those that joined a guided tour after arriving at Kamikochi was not verifiable from these resulぉ.

The average of￥2000ふ28500seems typica1 of package prices; an overnight stay in 2008 

including 2 mea1s costed ￥25000-27000， according to a Tokyo Ryoko brochure. However， this 

price fluctuates according to season， day and specific hote1 etc. Hence other factors， especially 

accommodation， need great巴rconsideration 

Bull. Tokyo Univ. For.， 121，87-116 (2009) 
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4. Segment Results 

4.1. Visitor Segment Results. 

The results show more male DHs and many more male MCs than female， whereas sex 

distribution in the SS segment was approximately even. Also， more DHs and many more male 

MCs come fr・omthe Kanto area. Visitors合omChubu， the most dominant region overall， tended to 

be DHs (47%) or SSs (44%). The percentage of visitors from Kinki was smallest for the DH 

group (9%)， suggesting that potential DHs from the Kinki region may be discouraged by the 

distance or prefer altemative NBT d巴stinationscloser to home. The 11 visitors from Nagano 

Prefecture were SS (5)ラDH(5) and MC (1). 

Table 9. Visitor segment resu1ts. 

Visitor Market Segment SS DH MC 

Categorγ lndex n= 101 n = 53 n 5 

Sex Mal巴 49% 60% 80% 
n = 202 Female 51% 40% 20% 

Kanto 35% 40% 60% 
Origin 

Chubu 44% 47% 20% 
n=202 

Kinki 15% 9% 20% 

20s 14% 6% 20% 

30s 12% 28% 20% 
Age 

40s 20% 9% 40% 
日=202 

50s 23% 30% 20% 

60s 21% 21% 0% 

Salaried workers 48% 54% 80% 

Retired 14% 8% 0% 
Occupation 

Self-employed 13% 6% 0% 
n 189 

Housewife 6% 10% 0% 

Civil servant 5% 14% 4% 

N.B. all figur巴sshown in percentages of market segment 

MC 

DH 

ss 

。時 20% 40覧 60国 80話 10口%

Fig. 13. Visitor segments crossed with sex. 
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Compared to the multiple subgroups of SS， the DH subgroup is focused into three bands of 

popularity， namely 50s (30%)ラ 30s(28%) and 60s (21 %) respectively. On this occasion， MCs in 

their 40s were th巴largestproportion (40%)， followed by 20sヲ 30sand 50s (20% respectively). 

Two thirds ofSS were 40 or older， with 50s (23%)， 60s (21 %) and 40s (20%). 

MCs were dominated by salaried workers (80%)， likewise DH (54%) and SS (48%). There 

were also a substantial number ofDH civil servants (14%) and housewives (10%) and SS retired 

(14%) and self-employed (13%). This could imply that salaried workers have a gre丘tertendency 

to plan their activities in advance (DH and especially MCs)， but further evidence is needed to 

support this hypothesis. 

This graph suggests that the highest proportion of heavy repeaters (5 times or over) are MCs 

(50%)， followed by DHs (45%). The highest proportion of overall repeaters are DHs (a combined 

84%) followed by SS (57%). 

rvむ

DH 

'''''、ψψ 

Fig. 14. Visitor segment crossed with origin. 

MC 

DH 

ss 

Fig. 15. Visitor segment crossed with occupation. 
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MC 

DH 

ss 
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Fig. 16. Visitor segment cross巴dwith number ofvisits. 

4.2. Visit Segment Results. 

MCs had the highest proportion of overnight stays (75%)， on account of the acc巴sstime 

required for back country destinations. The number of individual MCs has been proportionally 

high in previous research (e.g. OHASHI， 2006)， despite the potential risks of c1imbing alone. Both 

other two segments were dominated by couples. Both DH and SS subgroups showed high 

proportions of couples， friends and family. 

Table 10. Visit results by segment 

Visitor Market Segment SS DH MC 

Category lndex n = 101 n= 53 n 5 

1st Time 43% 16% 50% 
No ofVisits 2-4 Times 40% 39% 。%
n = 193 

>5 Times 17% 45% 50% 
Daytrip 81% 75% 25% 

Length of Visit Overnight 17% 25% 75% 
n = 178 2 nights 1% 。% 。%

>3 nights 1% 。% 。%

1 person 5% 2% 20% 
2 people 63% 60% 80% 

Group size 3 people 8% 16% 。%
n= 167 

4 people 12% 14% 。%

>5 people 12% 8% 。%

Couple 43% 50% 。%
Companion Friends 20% 25% 100% n= 190 

Family 22% 21% 。%

Package Tour Yes 42% 19% 。%

n 202 No 58% 81% 100% 
Train 30% 27% 20% 

Private car 45% 55% 60% 
Rental car 2% 2% 。%

Access Bus 19% 16% 20% n = 194 
Microbus 2% 。% 。%

Aeroplane 1% 。% 。%

Other 1% 。% 。%

N.B. all figures shown in percentages of market segment 
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Fig. 17. Visitor segm巴ntcrossed with overnight stay. 
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Fig. 18. Visitor segment crossed with proportion of package tours. 

This graph shows the proportion of visitors who joined a package tour， with MCs 1east 1ike1y 

and SSs most 1ike1y to join. This can be reconci1ed with MCs' tendency for higher proportions of 

sing1e visitors than other groups. Whether due to actua1 dead1ines or peer pressure， joining a 

package tour has been seen to affect the 1ength of stay. FUKUDA and SHIMAZU (1996) noted that 2 

hours was the most common， with a1most 60% of tour visitors staying for 2-3 hours. However， 

a汀therinvestigation is needed to define package tours and assess their・ro1eat NBT destinations. 

Over ha1f of summer SSs (51 %)註1ightedfrom the bus at Taisho Pond according to a 2004 survey 

(NAGANO-KEN， 2005). Given their a1ready short stay at Kamikochi， this significantly restricts 

their range of movement. Course time to the Bus Termina1 a1ready accounts for over an hour， so 

many are simp1y 1eft to kill time around the lnfo立llationCentre waiting for their departure. 

Bull. Tokyo Univ. For.， 121，87-116 (2009) 
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Fig. 19. Number ofvisitors to sites within Kamikochi per segment. 

4.3. Motivation Segment Results. 

These results show that Matsumoto is the most popular stop蜘 offforMCs， although one oftheir 

number is a Nagano local. DHs visit巴dNorikuraラ anotherNBT destination， as well as Hirayu 

which may be linked to the high proportion of DHs from the Chubu ar巴a.SSs stopped at 

Takayama， confirming th巴 hypothesisthat Kamikochi is often merely one stop on the way of a 

multi-stop tour. 

4.4. Expenditure Segment Results. 

Although not conclusive， the results of this investigation suggest that both the median and 

average SS segment expenditure substantially exceeds that ofthe DH segment. The MC  median is 

Table 11. Motivation r巴sultsby segment. 

Visitor Market Segment SS DH MC 

Category lndex n = 101 % n 53 % n=5 % 

Matsumoto 14 14% 9 17% 60% 
Hakuba 5% 。 。% 。 。%
Norikura 9 9% 10 19% 。 。%

Stops Erトroute Okuhida 5 5% 9% 20% 
n 173 Azumino 7 7% 2 4% 。 。%

(*1.0thers 
Takayama)" Shirahone 10 10% 6 11% 。 。%

Hirayu 14 14% 10 19% 。 。%
Shinhodaka 3 3% 2 4% 。 。%
Other 22 22% 9 17% 。 。%
Taisho Pond 46 46% 18 34% 。 。%
Tashiro Bridge 43 43% 17 32% 20% 
Weston Memoria1 36 36% 16 30% 20% 

P1aces Visited within Bus Terminal 62 62% 32 60% 3 60% 
Kamikochi Visitor Centre 39 39% 20 38% 2 40% 
(* 1. includes 

multiple answers) Dakezawa Marsh 13 13% 17 32% 。 。%
Myojin 34 34% 32 60% 4 80% 
Tokusawa 3 3% 6% 3 60% 
Yokoo 4 4% 2% 20% 
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Table 12. Visit expenditure core expenses by segment. 

SS DH MC 

n= 86 47 5 
SUM 2879086 1088468 132200 

MEDIAN 21200 15000 26500 
AVERAGE 33477.74 23158.89 26440 

RANGE 
1800 1800 9000 

210000 92500 43000 

the highest of all， but this financial impact is more likely to be felt at yamagoya9 in the back 

country and lowland shopping areas. 

5. Conclusions 

This next section wiU summarize the results for the 3 targeted visitor segments. 

5.1. SS visitor segment. 

SSs came from Chubu (44%) followed by Kanto (35%). Middle-aged and elderly were 

commonラ with64% aged 40 or above. 48% were salaried workers， but more SS were retired 

(14%) or self-employed (13%) than other segments. 

57% were repeaters， with 43% first-timers. The proportion ofpackage tours (42%) was higher 

than the other two segments. SSs tended to be day trippers (81 %). although th巴rewere also 2 

long例 termstays of2 and 3 or more nights. Pairs dominated this segment with 63%， the m勾orityof 

them being couples (43%). Private car was the most popular form of access for SSs (45%)ラ

followed by train (30%) and bus (19%). Outside Kamikochiラ SSsstopped at Takayama (22%)， 

Matsumoto (14%) and Hirayu (14%)， an access hub for Gifu prefecture. Within Kamikochi the 

most popular sites other than the Bus Terminal and KappabashiラwereTaisho Pond (46%)， Tashiro 

Bridge (43%) and the Visitor Centre (39%). But the SSs interviewed in this inv巴stigationshowed 

a greater tendency towards diffusion than in previous r巴search，with 34% visiting Myojin. With 

the highest average expenditure of the three segments (although not the highest median) the SS 

segment remains vital for the economic well-being of Kamikochi's tourist industry， yet these 

results suggest that at least its market share -if not the absolute total-is in decline. 

5.2. DH visitor segment. 

DHs were more likely to be male (60%) than female (40%)， with Chubu (47%) th巴 most

common origin and only 9% coming from Kinki. The segment was dominated by the 50+ age 

bracket (51%) and occupation centred on salaried workers (54%)， with a greater propensity for 

civil servants (14%) and housewifes (10%) than the other two segments. Given they have the 

highest proportion of r巴peaters，DHs are likely to have a high level ofknowledge and affection for 

9 Mountain huts and lodges used by climbers. 
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Kamikochi and 25% made an ovemight stay. Pairs dominated the group sizes (60%) and couples 

were the most common type ofcompanion (50%). Only 19% wer巴foundto hav巴joineda package 

tour， but this could be a question of definition as guided walks and ecotours within Kamikochi are 

said to be on the incr聞記.Access methods were similar to SSs， with car the most popular (55%) 

followed by train (27%) and bus (16%). The extemal stop-overs saw Norikura joint top with 19%ヲ

possibly confirming this segment's interest in NBT destinations. Exp巴nditurewas the lowest of 

the three segments in terms ofboth median and average; on巴possibleexplanation is the high level 

of repeaters who feel no need to purchase souvenirs. 

5ふ MCvisitor segment. 

MCs are more likely to be male (80%) and originate from the Kanto area (60%). Although 

recent research and mountain rescue statistics have suggested an increase in middle-aged and 

eld巴r1yc1imbers， this trend was not corroborated by these results， where the 40s age bracket was 

most common (40%). Salaried workers dominated (80%). 

Based on these results， MCs were more likely to be first timers than either SSs or DHsヲbutalso 

more likely to be heavy repeaters who had visited 5 or more times. 75% made an ovemight stay 

and 80% were travelling in pairs， with social ties accounting for・a115p巴oplequestioned. None of 

them was part of a package tour. The most common mode of transport was private carラ andthe 

most popular stop-off point was Matsumoto (60%). They visited Myojin (80%) and Tokusawa 

(60%)， reflecting their preference for back country environments. 60% also used the Bus 

terminal， implying either that some had through-hiked from another area or， altematively that the 

questionnaire answers were incomplete. FUKUDA and SHIMAZU (1996) have previously noted that 

MCs who do not stay the night at Kamikochi tend to pass straight through at ear1y hours of the 

day， partly out of the necessity to arrive at the mountain hut but also to avoid the congestion of 

peak hours. The 40% of MCs that used the Visitor C巴ntreon this occasion does not confirm this 

trend. However， the sample size of only 5 undermined the confidence level of the results for this 

segment. 

1，200，0剖

1，0曲!曲。

800，αJO 

600，0冊

o 
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Fig.20. MC trends across Nagano Prefecture 1954-2001. 
(Source: NAGANO POLICE， 2002). 
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Fig.21. Estimation of2007 visitor segments at Kamikochi 

Expenditure median was higher than the other 2 segments on account of the cost of 

accommodation， but much of this is likely to have been spent outside of the core zone， either 

beforehand (at supermarkets or convenience stores) or in the back country. 

Figures released by the Nagano police suggest MCs in the YarトHodakaarea increased 

dramatically企oman estimated 165，000 in 1955 to 1，137，000 at their peak in 1978. They 

subsequently tailed off to less than half of that， with 517，000 in 1993， before rising slightly on the 

back of the 100 Peaks Boom to 679，000 in 2001 (NAGANO POLICE， 2002). The r巴centtrend 

has been towards day trips instead of overnight stays. 

5.4. Intrasegment Analysis. 

The stagnation in overall visitor numbers has already been shown in Fig.3. Yet the increasing 

proportion of DHs， who are repeaters or heavy repeaters (5 times or more)， reconfirms 

Kamikochi's changing NBT role. The percentage of heavy repeaters appears to increase with 

range ofmovement; hence MCs have the highest proportion， followed by DHs and SSs. 

However， the percentage decline of SSs may have ramifications for the local economy. This 

segment still mak巴sup over half the market， which is consistent with FUKUDA and SHIMAZU'S 

(1996)日ndingthat the vast majority of visits to Kamikochi are day むかsof less than 6 hours. 

Despite the short length of visit for the SS segment， partly dictated by their tour companies， the 

expenditure of this segment may be vital to the economic welトbeingof Kamikochi 's hotels and 

gift shops. Many in this segment are package tourists， stopping on a pre-defined set of 

destinations. Although this mass market has been criticized for its impact on the natural 

environment， it should be noted that this route-making， along with the de rigeur purchase of local 

souvenirs， has been said by some sociologists to echo recreation characteristics of travellers from 

earlier eras such as the Fuji Ko10 (IWASHINA， 1983). In short， th巴JapaneseNBT template differs 

from the Western model in several respects which require further investigation. 

An ageing trend emerges when compared with earlier research. MCs had a wider age range 

than expected， but overall the lack ofyoung people is revealed by the mere 14% ofvisitors aged 

10 A systemized五ormof c1imbing Mt. Fuji used by local religious groups. 
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Fig.22. Ageing ofvisitors at Kamikochi. 
(Source: author's original data combined with TAKASHlTA (1980); FUKUDA and SHlMAZU (1996); SHlMAZU 
and SHlMAZU， (1998)). 

und巴r30. Past research has suggested these middle瑚 agedand elderly urban visitors are attracted 

by a sense of nostalgia and yearτling for natureラ andthus reflect the wider paradigm shift from a 

rural to urban 1ifestyle. Yet the results of this paper do not conclusively support this‘retum開 to-

nature' theOIγ， and if anything the high proportion of SS suggest that Kamikochi's popularity is 

link巴dmore to its general SS statusラratherthan its specific niche as an NBT d巴stination.

Other past research has documented the under-r・epresentationof visitors from the native 

prefecture ofNagano (SHIMAZU and SHIMAZU， 1998). Y，巴tin this study it accounted for the fomth 

highest proportion (15 visitors) followed by neighbouring Gifu prefecture (14). Local attendance 

may have been boosted by local weather bulletins and news shows adv巴rtisingthe arrival of the 

Koyoll season. Insteadラ thissurvey showed a trend towards urban-based tour companies which 

implies economic leakage. 

The presence of visitors from 28 different prefectures shows that Kamikochi is truly a 

'national' park， with a growing number of intemational visitors， especially from Asia. This trend 

also requires further investigation. 

Summarizing the findings of this questionnaire survey reconfirrns existing r巴searchwhich 

shows diversification among Kamikochi's visitOI・segments，and suggests further diversification 

from triple to multiple recreation types due to changing visitor d巴mand.

5.5. Methodological shortcomings. 

These results give an indication of current socio-巴conomictrends in visitor demandラ providing

a platform forおれlreresearch. However， they should be considered preliminary due to a number 

11 Season of Autumn leaves， a popular tourist period. 
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of investigative shortfalls which wi1l be discussed next. 

The random samp1ing t巴chniquewas undermined by numerica1 imba1ance among visitor 

segments， with on1y 5 MCs contacted. Previous research a1so strugg1ed to obtain a representative 

cross samp1e， but suggested that MCs account巴dfor around 10% of Kamikochi visitors in 1995 

(FUKUDA & SHIMAZU， 1996). 

A1so， the questionnaire format used by this investigation tends not to account for the extreme 

ends of the visitor spectrum. For examp1e， physica1 difficulties prevented the very old and very 

young from filling in the questionnaire. Moreover， the presence of certain visitor groups， such as 

1arge tour groups and shugakuりIOkOI2，is not adequate1y represented by the questionnaire format. 

A1so， this survey did not account for key factors such as income 1eve1， religion， and education. 

Seasona1 bias in these resu1ts needs to be more thorough1y examined. For examp1eラ an

equiva1ent survey on repeat visitor use at Yosemite Val1ey in the US noted that many visitors to 

the Val1ey either don't come back in the same season for a repeat visit or don't come back at a11. 

The po1arizing effect of visiting during the peak season when most of the data for these reports 

was compiled wou1d seem to have created the same trend at Kamikochi. But furth巴rinvestigation 

wou1d be ne巴dedto confirm this conc1usion， inc1uding a contro1 study ofvisitor a1tributes during 

the 0釘~season.

6. Discussion 

6.1. Implications for Kamikochi NBT. 

PAs and NPs around the wor1d have evo1ved from ‘set-aside' to 'peop1e first' po1icies (STOLL-

KLEEMANN and JOB， 2008). Yet despite visitors' imp1icit ro1e as stakeho1ders and NPs' theoretica1 

requirement to active1y accommodate visitor demand， there has hitherto been inadequate ana1ysis 

of diverse NBT segments. Hence this paper aimed to fil1 a research gap by ana1yzing NBT visitor 

segments at a NP destination. 

The three main findings were ageing of visitor demography， diversification of visit and overall 

stagnation in visitor numbers. Secondary evidence sugg巴ststhe first two may be linked， with the 

retirement of the “baby boomer" generation providing a re1ative1y steady supp1y of visitors that 

has both disposab1e income and free time. Urban baby boomers represented a high proportion of 

repeat visitors， making up 65% of the tota1 in this paper. NITTA (2006) noted that boomers are 

"inc1ined towards SITs13 in which a smal1 number of peop1e trave1 to a p1ace of particu1ar 

interest.円 Thishas resulted in increased diversity among NBT with private tour operators 

promoting seasona1 trips such as winter snowshoeing and skill sessions such as photography 

schoo1s. In particu1ar， th巴increasingproportion of DHs accompanied by 10nger・average1ength of 

stay were taken here to imp1y overal1 diversification ofvisitor use. Yet this growing demand for 

more specia1ized forms ofNBT is not without risk; AIKO (2005) notes that the post-war surge in 

12 The annual appearance of groups of children on school trips. 
13 Special Interest Tours. 
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visitor numbers brought increased diversification in use， which combined to place unprecedented 

strain on c巴rtainNP areas. 

History suggests that Kamikochi has been at the forefront of 'hard' NP policy chang巴.It was 

among the first areas in Japan to receive protective legislature for National Forest (1916)， NP 

designation (1934) and restrictions on private vehicles (1975). Yet thes巴 resultssuggest it has 

been slower on the uptake of ‘sofγNBT visitor services. This paper focused on visitor demand， 

hence supply side factors were not fuIly investigated. Nonetheless， the limited budget and 

manpower of key facilities such as the Visitor Centre were seen to be impacting on the number 

and diversity of interpretative programs offered by the Visitor Centre. The twice daily Guided 

Walk， for example， was one ofthe first in the country when it was established in 1994. However， 

its format has remained fundamentaIly unchanged. It has been left to private operators s乱叩uchas 

National Pa忽rkGuides (based in Gos田巴I弐勾1リj戸凶a討kωuHotel) and Nature School (based in Shir 

E狂10ωtel)tωocαre伺at旬巴 a引 ra叩ng伊巴 Oぱfprogr隠昌msta幻i泣lor閃巴dtωom巴etthe needs of diverse visitor segments. 

Moreover， stagnant or decreasing visitor numbers suggest that Kamikochi's target markets are 

facing increased competition from rival NBT destinations that are situated closer to the mass 

market of the urban centres， such as Kamizawa; just 60 minutes from Tokyo on the bullet train. 

As well as access， the importance of stakeholder collaboration to ensure a more authenticラ better

coordinated NBT experience has been demonstrated by other related NP destinations such as Ura-

Bandai which specializes in Ecotours (KAIDZじ， 2007). Furthermore the overseas market also 

holds any number of potentially exciting NBT destinations， which are increasingly r巴levantjust 

as Japan's NPs simultaneously attract an ever more intemational visitor base. 

Finallyラ awider social swing away from outdoor recreation has left many of Japan's 

mountainous NP destinations suffering f1‘om a downward trend as younger generations choose 

theme parks and amusement centres (SUDA， 2008). This echoes the US situation， wh巴reNP 

visitor numbers peaked in the 1980s. Thus Kamikochi and Japan's NPs， which have stmggled 

with rapidly rising numbers ov巴rthe past few decades， now have to deal conversely with 

decrease 

6.2. Future Research. 

The descriptive approach employed in this paper has laid the groundwork for a definition of 

NBT visitor segments at Kamikochi. In the long term， this may help to counteract the current lack 

of comprehensive Westem research on NBT trends in Asia， where， for example， KERSETTER 

(2004) has commented on “the fact that very little empirical r・esearchexists on Asian ecotourists." 

The findings of this paper thus reiterate the need for more research into the cultural and 

geographical contexts ofNBT. 

Just as honeypot NP destinations stmggled to cope with the dramatic increase in visitor 

numbers in the latter half of the 20th century， they now face the challenge of responding to 

diversification among visitor segments. Rec巴nttrends such as longer stays， broader range of 
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activity and increasing numbers of foreign visitors all further underline the need for accurate 

visitor segment information with which managers can respond with flexible and effective action 

to meet the demands of a maturing market. 

Based on the definition of Japanese NBT that this paper has established， the next step is to 

implement more detailed socio-economic monitoring. Even seemingly straightforward data such 

as accommodation and park entrance figures are notoriously unreliable. Regular monitoring of 

visitor demand provides a more deeply defined blueprint of Kamikochi NBT that can be useful 

for park management. 
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Summary 

In order to investigate visitor demand for natureωbased tourism (NBT) at a Japanese national 

park (NP)， Kamikochi was selected as a representative case study. As well as being a renowned 

NBT destination， unique circumstances ensure that this honeypot gateway is a good barometer of 

visitor demand in Japanese NPs. Kamikochi visitors were subjected to random questionnaires， 

then categorized according to visitor， visit， motivation and expenses. This latter index was next 

used as the basis for cross analysis using a framework that divided visitors into 3 segments 

according to their range of intended activity; Sightseers (SS)， Day Hikers (DH) and Mountain 

Climber (MC). Visitors， 51 % of whom were aged 50 or over， were of national and increasingly 

intemational origin， visited in pairs (58%)， and travelled by car (44%) frequenting multiple sites， 

especially hot spring resorts. The majority came from one of the urban metropolises of Chubu 

(46%)， Kanto (35%) or Kinki (l3%)， outweighing local visitors from Nagano (7%) and Gifu 

(7%). Results confirm that although SSs dominate (55%)， Kamikochi still fulfils its original role 

as a base for a decreasing number of mostly male MCs. Diversification of visitor demand along 

with increasing length of stay has seen an increase in DHs， but despite their high rate of retum this 

segment has the smallest expenditure. The results of this NP survey， which suggest a slight 

decline in overall visitor demand along with trends such as ageing and diversification in visitor 

use， pave the way for a new definition of Japanese NBT. 

Key words: nature-based tourism， national park， visitor demand， Kamikochi 
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日本の国立公園におけるネイチャーベースドツーリズム

-上高地の事例から一

ジョーンズトマスエドワード*

*東京大学大学院農学生命科学研究科森林科学専攻林政学排究室

要 旨

日本の国立公園 (NP)におけるネイチャーベースドツーリズム (NBT)の利用需要を諦べる

ため，中部山岳国立公園の一部である上高地において，利用者へのアンケート調査を実施した。

まず，上高地の利用者の属性・利用形態・目的・旅行費等の特徴を把握した。次に，利用目的別

に，観光客 (88)，デイハイカー(DH)，登山家 (MC)，の 3つに分類し，クロス集計を行った。

利用者の特徴は， 50歳以上の中高年層が51%を占めており，大都市からの利用者が多く，地元の

長野県および岐阜県からの割合を上回っていることがわかった。また，近年は海外からの訪問者

が増加領向にある。その他の特慣としては 2人組での訪問 (58%) 自家用車での訪問 (44%)，

複数百的地(特に温泉を経由)の利用が多くなっている。目的別分類では， 88属が 55%を占め

ており，最も多かった。従来からの登山基地としての利用も継続されているが， MC属は 1970年

代のピークと比較し減少傾向にある。一方， DH属が以前より増加し， リピーター率も高くなっ

ているが，一人当たりの旅行金額が最も小さい。本研究は国立公閣における利用需要の微減，高

齢化，及び多様化を指摘し日本型NBTの新たな型を提示した。

キーワード: ネイチャーベードスツーリズム・国立公盟・利用需要・上高地
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